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 Visit Berg's Chat Corner for advice, details, and insights: beverlybergphd.The material in this book is drawn from the
author's successful Conscious Couples Recovery Workshop. With more than 25 years in the field, she's developed a
unique set of exercises that address the problems faced by couples in recovery.In Loving Someone in Recovery, therapist
Beverly Berg offers effective tools for the partners of recovering addicts. Based in mindfulness, attachment theory, and
neurobiology, this book can help readers sustain psychological stability in their relationships, boost effective
conversation, establish boundaries, and consider real actions toward reigniting intimacy. During the recovery period,
couples often have a problem with overcoming emotions of betrayal and frustration, and could have a hard time
rebuilding trust and closeness. While there are many resources available to recovering addicts, there are limited
resources for the people who like them. This publication addresses the roles that both companions play in recovery, and
aims to help readers develop a new appreciation for one another and improve self-confidence and acceptance.The street
to recovery is by no means a straightforward one, but because they build a solid support system, the probability of
success are exponentially greater.Recovering addicts are confronted with many issues, and these challenges can often
extend to their romantic partners.com/blog
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 20 years dependent on opiates. Please choose this book up and take the contents significantly. Loving an addict can
steal your sleep and sanity, and life can be so much better than that. You likely have been doing things to exacerbate
the addictive cycle and if you make a positive change they are much more likely to succeed. Release and get better. very
helpful guide Met my like AFTER he began recovery.You Need This Reading this book helped me personally through an
extremely difficult time with a partner in early recovery and gave us both a system to heal. Book extremely insightful for
BOTH of us. This book has helped me understand my part in keeping the position quo and enabling the dependence on
keep progressing. I've zero experience with addiction, either personally or relationally .. After a couple of weeks his
behavior began changing, despite his protestations that he was in fact much happier. Compliment God. It provided me
the tools to deal with myself when he becomes cold or distant. very difficult about committing to recovering addict.
Wide awakening This book was my wide awakening of how codependent I was. Without this reserve I wouldn't have
started going to CoDA (codependency anonymous) and started the recovery I required to get a healthy relationship. Even
though my romantic relationship with the recovering addict didn't go well, this book helped guideline me in the new
direction I needed to go. Journey to a Healthier Relationship This book offers advice, coping tools, questions to help
discover. Provides great insights and equipment to improve those behaviors that separates you from the one you love.
AMAZING Book. Actually helped me understand myself and addiction AMAZING Reserve. This didn't appear the case, and
I was feeling very confused. It helped me to comprehend what he is definitely going through, even when he himself is not
able to exhibit it. It's a great read to obtain on the trip to a wholesome relationship. Very helpful. My husband and I have
been around in a co-dependent relationship for several years. It sort of just snuck through to us with alcoholism
progressing slowly and then very quickly. Some obvious points but serve well to generate effective conversations. I'm
hopeful that with help like this publication we'll finally "obtain" what recovery is focused on. Pamphlet or Booklet - Sort
of Book This is a pretty good book! But most of all, it offered me a sense of empowerment and clarity that I was
normally without such a confusing time. Help for individuals who see they have no control more than others. JUST WHAT
I Needed When my partner, who had stopped drinking, admitted that "I think I would be an alcoholic" I didn't really
know what to think. I acquired it to greatly help the relative I really like, but discovered quickly that it is me that
requires help not being co-dependent. Helpful. Five Stars Perfect book for all those struggling with someone they love
who is in recovery. Very good information.. Given that he wasn't drinking, I thought, shouldn't our relationship be
BETTER? Actually helped me understand myself and addiction. This book has changed my entire life. Whether you are
someone who identifies as codependent, or just someone who wants a better understanding of how to help your
recovering cherished one, this book CAN HELP. Keeping everything you love Finally a book that helps you in both
additions - addict and codependent! So this offers helped me think long & I cannot recommend this book more. It's very
short, though, similar to a booklet or pamphlet. I've learned how exactly to better talk with him so that potentially
destructive conversations don't result in fights.
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